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For most companies, a growing customer base and
sky-high revenues solves almost every problem.
But for tech companies, it introduces one big one:

When will we know we’re ready for a
Chief Product Officer (CPO)?

For younger companies, the CEO or founder may have filled the role of the Chief Product
Officer, and the first product hires focus on developing a product: supporting the current
iteration, building out new features, and anticipating the needs of your existing market. However,
these latter roles are normally focused on execution and getting the product to market — not
strategy. And product strategy is what you need to take your organization to the next level.
That’s where a Chief Product Officer (CPO) pays dividends.
The Bowdoin Group has worked with many growth-stage technology companies to source key
product leaders, and we find that a CPO’s most important job is to scale the product strategy
and vision into new markets and new use cases. They have enough technical ability to know
what it takes to build out a product or feature. But unlike other inward-facing technology- and
product-related roles, the CPO has the outward, customer-facing skills and big vision to create
an innovative strategy and roadmap to grow and expand the product lines.
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TIMING IS EVERYTHING
The CPO role is growing in importance and prominence as tech markets mature. Many companies are announcing CPO
placements, such as Coinbase hiring former Google VP Surojit Chatterjee and Shutterstock hiring former Shapeways CPO Avi
Muchnick. And according to Pendo’s 2019 State of Product Leadership, which surveyed 300 product leaders, 22.7% of product
teams reported to a CPO, compared to only 7% from 2018.
It probably sounds like this is such an important function that every company needs a CPO from the start. But there’s a lot riding
on the timing of this decision, as well as the size of your company and market dynamics at the time you bring a CPO on board.
If you hire a CPO too soon, you could be investing too much revenue in the position before the product or market has been
validated — they could also be inundated with tactical tasks and never achieve their full potential. If you wait too long, you run
the risk of cementing your current approach to development and execution, making it harder for a CPO to step in and have an
impact on your product strategy.
So, how will you know when the time is right? As it turns out, there are actually five clear signs you’re ready for a CPO:

ARE YOU READY FOR A CPO?

You might be ready to hire a CPO if one or more of these things
are true of your company…

Your business model has matured
You’re ready to expand your commercial reach
You’re ready to evolve your product
Your tech execution needs a stronger
strategic capability

There should be healthy tension
between the product and technology
teams to make sure they’re challenging
each other about whether a product will
be popular with customers and whether
it’s realistic to commit to building it.
Paul Manning, Managing Director of Software
and Technology at The Bowdoin Group

$ You’ve secured a significant funding round
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
COMMON EXECUTIVE PRODUCT ROLES

CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER

Senior-most product position within an organization,
a managing role that represents product in the C-suite.
Responsible for product vision, strategy, and
organizational alignment.

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Senior-most technology position within an
organization, highly knowledgeable about the
market and an expert in modern technologies.

VP PRODUCT
Managerial role that takes on budget and revenue
responsibilities for a team or project managers.
Responsible for team, processes, and moving
toward goals.

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT
PRODUCT DIRECTOR
Managerial role that leads other product managers.

VP OF ENGINEERING
Operational role that balances the production
and quality of code within an organization.

PRODUCT MANAGER
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER
LEAD PRODUCT MANAGER
Individual contributors spanning a wide range of
experience, responsibility, and skills.

ASSOCIATE PRODUCT MANAGER
JUNIOR PRODUCT MANAGER
Entry-level individual contributors often learning about
product development through an internship.

PRODUCT ROLE HIERARCHY

CHIEF ARCHITECT
A senior developer role that leads product development
and focuses on the feasibility of new ideas.

IT HIERARCHY
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SIGN #1:
YOUR BUSINESS MODEL
HAS MATURED
In the early stages of a new company, the founding partner,
CEO, or CTO often leads the product vision and acts as a CPO.
They’re so close to the customer and the product that growth
happens naturally.
There’s just one thing. Eventually the product grows more
complex and the company matures — and the role of the CEO
or CTO must mature with it. When your CEO steps into core
CEO duties like building and executing on the company-wide
vision, a CPO becomes critical to avoid what Andreessen
Horowitz co-founder and partner Ben Horowitz calls “the
Product CEO Paradox.”
In this paradox, “Product CEOs” are very effective at early stages,
up to a couple of employees. But at a certain stage of growth,
a “Product CEO” becomes a bottleneck for the company that
prevents growth. The CEO needs to learn how to delegate in an
intentional and strategic way so that the product can scale without
losing its essential direction. Enter: the CPO.
“A true CPO has eyes for the product strategy and roadmap and
how to work with engineering to execute,” says Paul Manning,
Managing Director of Software and Technology at The Bowdoin
Group. “They aren’t struggling with a CEO’s pressure to think
about the direction of the company. They’re free to work with the
market (prospects, customers, and other industry constituents)
about the next great product and execute on it.”

A real product owner is the third leg of the stool
along with a technical co-founder and business
co-founder. While the technical co-founder is
thinking really deeply about architecture decisions
and the technology stack, the product leader can
see across all of the other important considerations
like business, engineering, and legal requirements.
The earlier you have a CPO, the earlier you can get
the product out in front of the customer.
- Geoff Clapp, Chief Product Officer
at Cricket Health

SIGN #2:
YOU’RE READY TO EXPAND YOUR COMMERCIAL REACH
Many products grow as a result of the founder’s passion and expertise in a given niche. But as a product moves through
the product lifecycle, growth comes from identifying other areas where you can add value to monetize or extend your
existing products. You’ll want a CPO to step in and identify these opportunities, then work with the technology team to
bring them to life.
One example of using a CPO to expand a product is SMS Assist hiring former Amazon executive Peter Commons. Commons
led the 400-person Amazon Fresh product team, pioneering Amazon’s grocery delivery format, and brings that experience
to SMS Assist to help property managers maintain their real estate investments in a cloud-based platform.

SIGN #3:
YOU’RE READY TO EVOLVE YOUR PRODUCT
Typically, products built by technical founders are technically very strong. This can be a great thing, except that an
over-emphasis on the technical side of things can affect a product’s ability to delight existing customers or grow in
complexity to meet the needs of new customers.
In the past, customer-centricity may not have been a deciding factor in growing a successful product business. But in an
era where consumers are increasingly technically literate and base their expectations for user experience (UX) and user
interface (UI) on industry-leading brands like Amazon and Apple, this stage in product growth is critical. A CPO can work
with the technical team to capture customer-centricity as a competitive advantage.
One example of a CPO in action is Slack bringing the former Twitter product lead April Underwood on board in 2018.
Underwood credits her team’s success to “a lot of DNA [that] comes from the consumer side,” and their focus on building
software that is “delightful and useful” — requirements that are not always on a technical founder’s to-do list.
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SIGN #4:
YOUR TECH EXECUTION NEEDS A
STRONGER STRATEGIC CAPABILITY
Companies that are ready to consider a CPO-level hire typically already have the
following roles in place, in part to make sure they’re prepared for the major technological
shifts in their industry:
Chief Technology Officer: Responsible for all of IT, development, and engineering
VP or SVP Engineering: Responsible for executing on the technical side of the product
Building on a strong IT foundation with a CPO introduces strategic capability to an
already-existing strong execution. Oftentimes, a company will customize products to
each new client or customer. But a CPO comes in on the strategic side to oversee the
creation of a product that meets the needs of an entire market versus individual customers.
When you can get ahead of the market and anticipate its needs – and cover 90% of
what the market needs across the board — you’ve created a product that’s repeatable
and applicable through customer cycles.

$

When you find that you
don’t have a clear roadmap
or direction for your product,
or if you feel that your product
is being too easily swayed by
individual clients rather than
the market as a whole, that’s
when you know it’s time for
a CPO.
Miriam Beecham, Chief Product
Officer at RecoveryOne

SIGN #5:
YOU’VE SECURED A SIGNIFICANT FUNDING ROUND
It often happens that many of these signs take place at once, triggered by a significant round of funding. Why? Securing
funding means you’ve built a viable product that has demonstrated success in a niche area. And when it’s time to grow, you
need to make sure you have the leadership in place to enable that growth: your CEO must be free to focus on the role of
CEO, and you need to expand your niche, focus on UI/UX, and stabilize your technology hierarchy.
If you’ve secured a significant round of funding, the market is telling you that your product has potential. There’s more
growth ahead for your organization if you make the right moves. A CPO can help you identify those opportunities for growth,
zeroing in on bigger possibilities and bigger rewards than if you stick with your current plans.

Moving into an executive CPO role is a big leap – as a result, CPOs are almost always
external hires so an organization can capitalize on an outsider’s expertise.
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FUNCTIONAL SKILL SETS FOR A CPO
VISIONARY

Focused on where the product is
headed in the next 3-5 years.

DRIVEN
Capable of holding the product team
accountable to the product roadmap.

MARKET-FOCUSED

ITERATIVE

STRATEGIC

OBSERVANT

EVANGELIST

CHARISMATIC

MESSAGING-MINDED

COMPETITIVE

EXPERIENCED

TECHNICALLY INCLINED

Dedicated to serving clients and
prospective clients by creating
products that have business impact.

Thinking about the product in the
context of the broader ecosystem
(how they’re using it in practice).

Passionately presents and promotes how
the product solves a problem for customers
in front of an audience.

Committed to collaborating with all
internal stakeholders involved in the
product process.

Seasoned in setting up and delivering on a goto-market strategy, and has likely already built a
product from inception to rollout successfully.

Building processes for the team to be able to
be reactive to daily changes across product
sales and sales cycle.

Capable of seeing and prioritizing patterns
of behavior in the customer base that aren’t
obvious to most people.

Being comfortable owning a room and being
seen as the smartest person in the room but
not acting like it.

Thinking through strategic pricing, alliances,
partnerships, and product fit to create a
winning product.

Don’t have to come from IT, but you need to
know when to call out the technology and the
foundation to hold the IT team accountable.
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HOW MUCH SHOULD YOU PLAN TO INVEST IN A CPO?

Depending on the size of your organization, compensation for a growth-stage CPO typically includes the following:

$225K – $275K
BASE SALARY

25% – 30%
BONUS

0.75% – 1.25%
EQUITY

PROFILE OF A CPO
GEOFFREY CLAPP

CPO AT CRICKET HEALTH

MIRIAM BEECHAM

CPO AT RECOVERYONE

ERROL APOSTOLOPOULOS
SVP PRODUCT AT
INTERACTIONS, LLC

CAREER PATH IN PRODUCT

CAREER PATH IN PRODUCT

CAREER PATH IN PRODUCT

• Chief Product Officer at Cricket Health

• Chief Product Officer at RecoveryOne

• SVP Product at Brandwatch

• Venture Partner, Digital Healthcare

• Chief Strategy and Product Officer at
Healthwise

• SVP Product Spendsetter

• Interim CEO at Oration
• Co-Founder at Better.
• Chief Technology Officer/Chief Operating
Officer at Health Hero Network

• Senior Manager of Business Technology
and Marketing at Pfizer
• Consultant at PricewaterhouseCoopers

• Head of Innovation and
New Products at Optaros
• Founder & CEO at Next Place

• Director of Engineering at Kodak
Imagination Works
“Successful Chief Product Officers have a
strong foundation and intellectual curiosity
about their industry. It doesn’t have to be
technical. Having a place to explore from,
whether that’s clinical, data, or business
strategy, gives them a place to explore
from and come home to as they learn all
the other parts of the business.”

“A good product leader thrives in a dynamic
environment and adjusts well to change.
They also need to have a collaborative
mindset, as they’ll be interacting with many
different kinds of people, from technology
and design to legal, sales, marketing, and
customers, on a daily basis.”

“The question you need to answer is,‘Which
level of seniority is needed at which time?’
You’ll need to fill different product roles
depending on whether your goal is to evolve
your current product in a new direction versus
execute more effectively on a strategy that
is already working for you.”
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MAPPING THE ROAD AHEAD
The process of deciding whether or not you need a CPO can lead to a lot of clarity in your business. It may be time to bring
focus to your strategy and vision of your product, not just the execution, which means it’s time for a CPO. Or you may find
you’re better off securing a VP of Product to focus on the daily execution of your current product strategy.
Either way, it’s not a road you want to walk alone.
Because the CPO role is a pivotal one, and because candidates for these roles are in such high-demand, most companies
benefit from working with a partner that has demonstrated success in finding and placing top CPO candidates for tech
industry leaders. Don’t settle for the most obvious or available candidate— let us find you a candidate with the perfect mix of
niche experience and product vision to help you grow.

THESE COMPANIES HAVE BUILT THEIR PRODUCT
LEADERSHIP TEAMS WITH OUR HELP:
Explore how we can
identify the ideal
candidate for your
next leadership role.
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ABOUT THE BOWDOIN GROUP
Founded in 1994, The Bowdoin Group is an award-winning executive search firm that specializes in leadership
and strategic roles, recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) services, and major hiring projects for a wide range
of companies, from small firms building out their executive team to larger firms sourcing talent for rapid market
expansion. With deep expertise in BioPharma, Digital Health, FinTech and Financial Services, and Software and
Technology, Bowdoin is a national leader with the ability to source talent and service companies globally. The
company’s service reputation has earned it a ranking in the top 2% of the recruiting industry for client satisfaction
year after year. The Bowdoin Group is also active in supporting the local entrepreneurial ecosystem as well as
several non-profit causes, including Life Science Cares, NEVCA, Hack.Diversity, and FinTech Sandbox.

CONTACT US
Phone: 781.263.5200
Email: contactus@bowdoingroup.com
www.bowdoingroup.com
Follow us on social media for news,
events, and industry insights
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